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Introduction

"Whatever people might say about building roads, you can’t
doubt that it’s good for the economy, can you?" Well actually
you can. And you should. And those who understand the link
between transport and economy do doubt that building more
infrastructure is always good
news. But the fact that the above
sentence is so often uttered
shows just how difficult it is to
argue against an accepted piece
of "wisdom", even if that "wis-
dom" happens to be at best dubi-
ous and at worst simply wrong.

That is why T&E wants to high-
light why some of the "wisdom"
about road transport being good
for the economy is not wisdom at
all but myths. In some cases they
are myths born of good intent but
false assumptions. In other
cases, they are myths deliberate-
ly spread by those who have a
vested interest in the unchecked
growth of road transport and
don’t want social or environmen-
tal reasons to get in the way.
But just in case you think it’s just
a few people in the environmental movement who think there
are a lot of myths surrounding the idea that road building is
good for the economy, take a look at the statements above.
The message here is that an automatic assumption that build-
ing roads will bring economic benefits cannot be justified. And

if the alleged direct and indirect benefits of road transport to
the economy continue to go unquestioned, all sorts of deci-
sions will be made on false premises which will lead to further
massive damage to the environment and society, just at a

time when there is widespread
recognition that sustainability
has to be the guiding principle.

We invite all politicians, officials
and other decision makers to
take note of the 10 myths in this
brochure. Reading them will not
necessarily bring about easy
answers. But it is important not
to believe - as so many decision
makers are encouraged to do -
that building more infrastructure
is always a good answer. It fre-
quently isn’t, as the following
pages testify.

Our media culture favours ideas
that can be condensed into short
soundbites, soundbites such as:
"Building roads will create jobs,
regenerate this depressed
region and be good for the econ-

omy in general". But it doesn’t make them correct. The truth
is often more complex.

Beatrice Schell
Director, European Federation for Transport and Environment (T&E)
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"Whatever one’s views, there is certainly suffi-

cient contrary evidence to counsel against blind-

ly attributing large indirect benefits to public

investment."

J. Girard and C. Hurst, European Investment Bank, July 1994 1

"Building infrastructure is not the only answer. In

many cases indeed, it has become an increas-

ingly unrealistic option because of its costs, both

financial and environmental."

Neil Kinnock, European Commissioner for Transport

Helsinki, June 1997 2

"Without adequate programming there is a risk

that available funds will be disbursed without

achieving, in most regions, the minimum level of

performance that the basic transport system

should provide or the synergies expected from

its integration."
Dr M. Turró, European Investment Bank, Helsinki, June 1997 3



MYTH 1

Transport is the Motor
of the Economy
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Advocates of road schemes frequently say it is necessary to promote transport because trans-
port is the motor of the economy, so increasing transport will stimulate economic growth.

The argument is essentially that transport growth and economic growth are inexorably
linked, that facilitating transport growth automatically stimulates economic growth. But there
is no evidence to support this. It is true that transport has grown over a period of econom-
ic growth, but this has not been at the same pace of economic growth. Recently transport
growth has even been faster than economic growth, resulting in ever greater amounts of
transport for additional GDP. 

Moreover, the amount of transport needed for one per cent of GDP varies massively across
the developed world. OECD member states demonstrate a huge variability of this "transport
intensity" in their economies. If an automatic link between transport and economic output did
exist, the explanation for this apparent anomaly would have to rely on the characteristics of
the countries. Yet those countries that are otherwise similar in terms of distance from a core
economic zone, population density and level of economic development (eg. Ireland and
Spain) have very different levels of dependency on transport. The evidence therefore refutes
an automatic link between transport and economic growth.

Those who have studied this question, particularly economists, believe there is indeed no
automatic link. This was one of the main conclusions of the British government’s "Sactra"
(Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road Assessment) report on transport and economy4.
It argued that breaking the cycle of ever increasing transport growth could benefit rather than
harm the economy. Correcting existing market distortions could decrease the economy’s
dependence on transport, increase the efficiency of transport use and promote higher wel-
fare. After all, transport is largely an economic sector whose demand is derived from what it
can aid to production, rather than a product that has genuine utility by itself. 

We should view transport like other inputs to our growing economy by ensuring we use
as little as possible for as great a benefit as possible, rather than simply trying to use ever
more and more transport without regard to how efficient it is. We need to be as efficient with
its use as we are with resource consumption, energy use, or labour productivity. 

Who says? There is no

evidence for this, in fact

economists are 

increasingly coming to

the conclusion that there

is no automatic link

between transport and

economic growth, and in

fact if we view transport

as just another compo-

nent in a business

- like labour or energy -

it will lead us to use it

more efficiently, and

everyone will gain.

FACT
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MYTH 2

Building Roads is
Always Good!

8

it is necessary for regional
development, it creates new jobs,

and it is always good value for money!



A constant theme from those proposing road construction is that roads are needed for
the economic development of a region, especially those regions far from the centre of mar-
kets. The secondary message is that roads are good value for money as they always create
jobs. Both are a fallacy.

Roads do not always create jobs and when they do it is not always in the peripheral areas of
the economy were the economic development is most desired. In fact following the construction
of a road there is evidence that large businesses no longer need to undertake operations in more
remote areas and can use their large-scale centrally located operations to supply the peripheral
market now easily accessible. In these circumstances the road aids the economies of scale of
a large enterprise but in so doing reduces employment in the peripheral area.

Another scenario happens when a new road link gives large enterprises access to periph-
eral markets where they had previously not been active. Local businesses then find it hard to
compete with the large-scale enterprise with its economies of scale. These local businesses
then either have to find economies of their own by reducing costs - which normally means
reducing the work force - or they go out of business entirely. Thus in remote locations that
either already have or do not have large-scale enterprises active in their area, the opening of
a new road is a potential threat to their economic development and well-being, not a boost.

It is the characteristics of an individual area, its economy and the nature of the road that
will determine the economic impact of a new road. There simply is no hard-and-fast rule that
says new jobs will flow from road construction.

Whether road construction represents good value for money really depends on who you
ask. Investments of public money into infrastructure certainly offer good value to large-scale
enterprises when the infrastructure is frequently free for them to use and maximises the mar-
ket advantages of their current investments. But they certainly are not good value for money
for citizens of remote areas when they can increase local unemployment.

Unfortunately not, in fact

quite the contrary. New

roads can frequently

take business out of a

depressed area, making

it even more depressed.

And if a new road opens

up connections to large

centralised businesses,

those businesses will be

able to spread their

wings into these

peripheral areas and

make it hard for smaller

local businesses

to survive.

fact
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MYTH 3

You can’t Stop
Traffic Growth!
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The argument that the growth of traffic is somehow preordained is almost ecological. It
is as though those advocating road construction view traffic as some sort of natural orga-
nism, the population of which will naturally increase in some Malthusian or natural fashion. 

However there is evidence that, far from being inevitable, this growth in traffic can be
stopped and even reversed. In fact this can actually be achieved at the same time that eco-
nomic and social well-being increases. 

Halting the growth in traffic can happen at both a local and more general level. In areas
where important fixed links, such as bridges, have had to be closed for maintenance, the
temporary absence of infrastructure has decreased traffic. When this has happened, local
conditions and the quality of life for local residents have improved. Pedestrianising urban cen-
tres is an obvious way to reduce traffic, and pedestrian-only schemes frequently lead to an
increase in shopping trade (see myth 4).

Some road advocates argue that in these cases the traffic has merely been transferred
elsewhere. While there is some evidence for this, there is also evidence that traffic in the ove-
rall urban area has in fact decreased.

More general examples of traffic are harder to find because of the reticence for taking
action to achieve a reduction in traffic demand. Yet they do exist. For years the city of Copen-
hagen had traffic levels that remained static. Local policies encouraging public transport and
cycling, allied to high city centre parking charges and traffic management, meant that des-
pite continued growth of the city it was able to retain the same level of traffic. This only en-
ded when the bridge across the Øresund strait to Malmö in Sweden opened and traffic grew
with the addition of longer distance and transit traffic. 

Other examples are found from the impact the fuel price rises in 2000 had on traffic
demand in some European countries. Despite transport demand being supposedly rather
insensitive to price rises, traffic levels in France remained static at 1999 levels despite being
expected to increase before the fuel price rises. While a drastic rise in fuel prices - and the
high price instability - could not be adopted as a rational policy response, the example does
illustrate that transport growth can be curbed. This was another major finding of the British
Sactra report (see myth 1).

Well you can, and

experience suggests it

will benefit most people.

When bridges and other

links have been closed,

traffic levels have

dropped and local

quality of life has

improved. And if the

price gets too high,

people look for

alternatives to car

journeys.

fact
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MYTH 4

We mustn’t Try
to Reduce Traffic

because it will Harm
the Economy and Trade!



It is often claimed that less road traffic will mean less economic activity. These claims
come from all parts of the economy, but they generally provoke most attention in cases
when a proposed pedestrianisation scheme in a shopping area is opposed by retailers who
fear the reduction in traffic will lead to a reduction in their business. But is there any evidence
to back up these concerns? And could it be a that a reduction in road traffic could benefit
trade?

In the late 1980s, a proposed pedestrianisation of the centre of the French city of Grenoble
was fiercely opposed by local shop owners, but the scheme was pushed through by the city
authorities. A year after the pedestrianisation was completed, a survey found that shops had
reported an average increase of 20% in trade. Was this just a freak case with special cir-
cumstances? Since then a number of studies have suggested it wasn’t.

Research carried out by the German Institute for Urban Research6 indicates that a sus-
tainable transport approach benefits trade in German towns. It says: "Retail trade in central
city districts increases with policies that encourage environmentally friendly transport
modes. Of the 38 cities studied, 14 had above average retail growth. Of these 14, 10 had
below average provision of infrastructure for the car."

Another German study7 showed there was no relationship between the amount of car
parking provision and the amount of money people spent in shops. And a study8 looking at
pedestrianisation in German and British cities concluded that not only could one expect a
substantial increase in pedestrian numbers after motor traffic had been excluded, but retail
turnover could be expected to increase compared with the turnover in similar shopping areas
that had not been pedestrianised.

So in general, the argument that traffic reduction initiatives will damage retail trade is a
myth. In fact opposition to traffic reduction schemes - whether it comes from retailers or not -
could be damaging not only to the environment in terms of pollution and noise, but also the
potential gain in retail trade brought about by schemes such as pedestrianisation.

The evidence suggests

the contrary. Where

pedestrianisation has

been tried, it has gener-

ally led to more

shopping trade, not less,

and many shopkeepers

who begin by opposing

the pedestrianisation

scheme end up being its

biggest beneficiaries. At

least three studies have

shown that reducing

traffic in towns and

cities is on average

better for the local

economy compared with

urban areas where

traffic continues to run

through.

fact
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MYTH 5

Congestion can be solved
by Road Building,

and after all Solving Congestion
is Good for the Environment.

14



A natural reaction to congestion is that there is not enough space for all the people that
want to use roads. The argument runs: if only there were more infrastructure and thus more
space, the congestion would disappear. Unfortunately this argument is no better thought
through than the argument that that if only everyone had more money we would solve pover-
ty so let’s print some more money!

Building transport infrastructure inflates transport demand just as printing money cre-
ates inflation. The fact is that transport demand has always grown faster than traditional traf-
fic projections. This is because these projections have merely extrapolated trends of growth
from the past into the future and have not taken any account of the impact on demand that
an increased supply of road space may have.

Traffic increases as more people decide to go by road because of the increased oppor-
tunities a new road provides. This is effectively one of the basic economic principles: a sup-
ply creates its own demand. 

Studies9 have confirmed that not only does traffic increase beyond projections if new
roads are built, but that even the reverse can be true. Traffic demand sometimes "evapo-
rates" when road space is restricted or links such as bridges are closed. 

A much more rational response to congestion problems is therefore to analyse what is
causing the congestion in the first place. Road space and configuration may be one part of
the problem, or it may not. Other factors are certainly going to be relevant and may be more
relevant than road space. These include the availability of public transport alternatives, the
relative locations of work places and residential urban areas, feelings of (in)security for chil-
dren walking to school or others visiting shops, as well as the space given over to cyclists
and pedestrians.

One of the best solutions to relieve congestion is the introduction of an advanced kilome-
tre charge, which will also help improve the environment.
(See for more information www.t-e.nu/pricing.htm)

All the evidence sug-

gests road building can’t

solve congestion

because it generates

more traffic, so the

problem of congestion

will never go away.

Building road

infrastructure inflates

transport demand just

as printing money

creates inflation.

Fortunately, the reverse

can also be true - if you

close off transport

infrastructure, the

demand often

disappears. So we must

get away from the idea

that building a new road

can ease congestion

- it will probably

create more.

fact
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MYTH 6

Car Drivers
want more Roads.

16



In general, decision makers draw a conclusion from growing traffic volumes and car
ownership: that people want to drive more. It is as if driving a car automatically means vot-
ing for more roads, parking spaces and other car-related facilities. Some governments even
earmark the revenues from fuel excise duties for road building and allocate other car-relat-
ed revenues directly for improving access by car.

Existing transport demand and modal choices reflect neither the needs nor the wishes
of people. Nor does people’s growing income automatically mean higher demand for cars.
Excessive growth of car traffic might in fact be a judgement on alternative modes (either the
lack of them or that they are of poor quality), a result of the decline of locally based shops
and other services, or perceived insecurity as a pedestrian or cyclist. This creates car
dependency, and investing even further in road infrastructure undermines the principles of
sustainable access and equity. 

In a sociological study conducted by Socialdata10 in 1991, European decision makers
and citizens were asked to rank their preferences between developing car orientated and
public transport orientated development. The study showed that both decision makers and
citizens put public transport first (84% of citizens, 86% of decision makers). But when the
decision makers were asked what they had thought about citizens’ attitudes, the answers
showed that politicians misinterpret citizens’ wishes - the politicians thought that only 50% of
citizens would give priority to public transport investments.

ATTITUDES OF EUROPEAN DECISION MAKERS AND CITIZENS TOWARDS
DEVELOPING PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE

This is a judgement

made on the basis of a

dangerous assumption

- that the amount of

driving that takes place

reflects people’s desire

to drive. It could be a

reflection of unviable

alternatives. And a

major study into whether

people want public

transport or cars to

dominate transport

policies showed that a

large majority want

public transport, but

politicians think

they don’t!

fact
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MYTH 7

More Cars
mean More Freedom.

18



There is no doubt that the car has brought increased freedom of choice about where and
how to travel. It has brought a wider radius of action for individuals. However, this has come
at a cost.

Firstly, for an average family to fulfil its mobility requirements by using a car in an area
of even modest public transport, the costs are much higher compared to using public trans-
port, taxis, cycling and walking when the full costs of running a car are taken into account.
Of course time is an important factor and there are often time savings to be made by car,
but unless public transport is really bad, these time savings will be low, yet the cost of them
considerable - to both the family and society in general. This leaves the family with less
money, and thus less choice about how to fulfil other needs, and society facing greater pol-
lution, noise and other environmental problems.

Secondly, the car has limited the freedom of many specific groups in society. Taking fig-
ures for the UK, more than a third of all households do not own a car, four out of five elder-
ly people living alone do not have a car, and half of all women do not have a driving licence.
The overall effect of the continuous policies in favour of cars has meant an ongoing decline
of the freedom of choice for non-car users (and indeed car users too) in terms of accessi-
bility to goods and services.

The years of pro-car policies practised by most authorities have encouraged develop-
ments which limit freedom like out-of-town retail estates and low density residential areas,
both often badly served by public transport. This has undermined the viability of small-scale
shops and services - like butchers, post offices and healthcare - in residential areas. Where
people used to be able to get their goods and services nearby, they now need to travel much
further to get to the same basic facilities. This leaves them with less freedom of choice about
where and how to cater for their everyday needs.

Thirdly, policies favouring car use have contributed to a further decline in the level of
basic service by public transport. This diminishing public service has severely limited the
freedom of mobility for large already disfavoured groups in society. This process is still con-
tinuing and needs to be reversed. If it isn’t, ultimately public transport will collapse, conges-
tion will continue to rise, and the transport system will end in gridlock. 

The facts suggest

otherwise. In general

the costs of car use are

very expensive, but even

if the car user is happy

to pay for those, what

about the costs to

society? And what about

the freedom of those

people who don’t have

cars or can’t drive? The

freedom to drive (which

doesn’t seem too great

when drivers are stuck

in traffic jams) has

brought about a decline

in services for those who

don’t drive, so it’s one

person’s freedom at the

cost of another’s.

fact
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MYTH 8

Road Pricing will Frustrate
Economic Development.

20



The role of transport in the economy is comparable with that of energy - without it, the
economy grinds to a halt. But, as we have learned from the energy sector, it is uneconomic
to use too much. Energy conservation and using exactly the right amount of energy are the
best ways to stimulate the economy. The same holds for transport. 

The best way to find the right amount of transport is to leave it to the market and refrain
as much as possible from unnecessary market interventions. Like with energy, distortions in
the market - for example giving subsidies to certain users, or giving them the possibility to
have a subscription for cheap energy - over-stimulate use, at the wrong times, and in the
wrong places. Thus today’s transport is too expensive for the economy. It generates a lot of
external costs. These are real costs for society. Currently everybody - whether they have
caused these costs or not - pays the bill, mostly through general taxes. Transport users are
getting wrong signals through an artificially low price of transport. Correcting those signals,
for example by using road pricing, will stimulate the economy, not hurt it. 

If the right price is charged, the market will display its full capacity to bring supply and
demand together. Authorities, private and company car drivers, car manufacturers and oper-
ators of public transport would then have market incentives to:
■ introduce and buy cleaner and fuel-efficient technology, 
■ switch modes when appropriate (about half of all trips are under 5 kilometres)
■ make better use of logistics (for example car pooling)
■ rethink their car ownership when it is next time to do so
■ offer better public transport (since the unfair advantage for cars would have been removed)
■ make better use of land
■ reduce unnecessary movements.

All these reactions will stimulate the economy.

No it won’t! Road pricing

is an attempt to charge

accurate prices for use

of certain roads, and

when you have accurate

prices - in other words

an elimination of market

distortions - you

stimulate the economy.

If accurate prices are

charged, there will be

incentives for cleaner

technology, better public

transport, better use of

land and more thinking

about how and when to

use transport. That

doesn’t sound like

frustrated economic

development.

fact
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MYTH 9

Charging the Right Price
for Car Travel will Lead

to More Inequity.

22



"Won’t the introduction of charging the right price for car travel hurt poor people the
most?" This is the point that always seems to be made by the executives and representatives
of industry when they attend conferences on charging the right price for car travel. It is of
course comforting to know that those who drive BMW’s, Porches, Mercedes etc are so con-
cerned about the well-being of the ordinary person driving a small car. But regardless of the
sincerity of their contributions, is there a real potential problem that should prevent us from
introducing the right price for car travel?

The problem is quite limited. Charging the right price would mean motorists picking up
the bill that is currently being paid by all citizens through general taxes. These general taxes
could be reduced if car drivers were to pay for the costs of their driving. Charging the right
price means that driving big, gas guzzling and polluting cars will become much more expen-
sive per kilometre. In addition, people driving more kilometres will pay more. Therefore every
tax payer would get a bonus, and the largest share of the bill for car drivers would be paid
by those owning the largest cars and driving the largest number of kilometres. This is a sys-
tem that would lead to more equity, not less.

Even if there were the problem that, because of the new charging system, there were
some individuals from low income groups that had to pay more than they do now, the state
could always compensate those individuals for that if it saw social reasons to do so. There
is therefore no good reason not to introduce the right price for car travel.

For the record, it would actually be unhelpful to give low income groups a lower price per
kilometre, for this would undermine the intention of the new system. If the state deems it nec-
essary to compensate those groups, then this should be done through other means that do
not undermine the system, e.g. by a reduction of the general taxes for underpriviledged
groups.

This is often the claim of

those driving the biggest

cars, but if accurate

prices are charged,

those who drive the

biggest cars and the

longest distances will

pay more. Conversely

those who drive smaller

cars with better fuel

economy will pay less.

This is greater equity,

not inequity.

fact
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MYTH 10

We should Build
More Roads

because countries in Central and
Eastern Europe have a need and space for

more infrastructure building.

24



There is a belief which seems to dominate thinking in the European institutions and indus-
try that the opening of the economies of countries in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) will
lead to more trade and more need for transport, which in turn will require more capacity in
transport infrastructure. This belief is accompanied by the assumption that these countries
have scarce and poor infrastructure, which is setting back economic integration.

In fact, transport infrastructure in accession countries is fairly comprehensive outside
areas of low population density or low economic activities. In particular, the rail network was
designed to carry twice or three times the amount of freight that it carries today. The prob-
lem is the quality of the infrastructure. Tracks are deteriorating and the roads are unfit for
heavy lorries.

Traffic density surveys reveal that most traffic is internal and transit traffic is minor com-
pared to total traffic levels. And while it may be true that the motorway density in CEE coun-
tries is generally less than that in the EU, is that really a reason for a slower pace of eco-
nomic prosperity than if there were more motorways? CEE countries are already suffering
economic and environmental damage as a result of increased long-distance road traffic, and
they must be allowed to develop healthy transport systems with sufficient stress on railway
development.

Accession countries also have a lot more nature reserves and untouched landscape com-
pared to EU member states. While there are some unspoiled areas in the CEE countries
which may be of low ecological value, most of the planned routes will plough through moun-
tainous areas with specific ecosystems. A lot of these regions are particularly valuable for
their wildlife and general biodiversity - some of them are home to species which have virtu-
ally died out in large parts of the EU. Such areas are not development sites but should be
treated as invaluable nature assets, for the full benefit of the inhabitants of these countries
and the Union as a whole.

Just because there is

space - and that is

questionable - doesn’t

mean it should be filled

with new roads, as that

will create problems for

the people of the CEE

countries. These

countries have good rail

networks which are

being underused

because they have fallen

into disrepair and need

overhauling. It is much

better to help rebuild

CEE transport

infrastructure around

revitalised railways than

building new roads

through unspoiled areas

of ecological

importance.

fact
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About this paper
"Whatever people might say about building roads, you can’t doubt that it is good for the economy, can you?"
Well, actually you can. And you should. And those who understand the link between transport and economy do doubt
that building more infrastructure is always good for the economy. But the fact that the above sentence is so often
uttered shows just how difficult it is to argue against an accepted piece of "wisdom", even if that "wisdom" happens to
be at best dubious and at worst simply wrong.

That is why T&E wants to highlight why some of the "wisdom" about road transport being good for the economy is not
wisdom at all but myths. In some cases they are myths born of good intent but false assumptions. In other cases, they
are myths deliberately spread by those who have a vested interest in the unchecked growth of road transport and don’t
want social or environmental reasons to get in the way.

We invite all politicians, officials and other decision makers to take note of the 10 myths in this brochure. Reading them will
not necessarily bring about easy answers. But it is important not to believe - as so many decision makers are encouraged
to do - that building more transport infrastructure is always a good answer. It frequently isn’t, as this publication testifies.

About T&E
The European Federation for Transport and Environment
(T&E) is Europe's primary non-governmental organisation
campaigning on a Europe-wide level for an environmentally
responsible approach to transport. The Federation was
founded in 1989 as a European umbrella for organisations
working in this field. At present T&E has 41 member organ-
isations covering 21 countries. T&E closely monitors devel-
opments in European transport policy and submits respon-
ses on all major papers and proposals from the European
Commission. T&E frequently publishes reports on impor-
tant issues in the field of transport and the environment,
and also carries out research projects. 
The list of T&E publications in the annex provides a picture
of recent T&E activities. More information can be found on
the T&E website: http://www.t-e.nu

About SNM
Stichting Natuur en Milieu (SNM) - the Netherlands Society for
Nature and Environment - is one of the major environmental
organisations in the Netherlands. Its general objective is the
promotion of environmental protection and the sustainable
use of nature, the landscape and natural resources. SNM
works for an ecologically sustainable and just society, for
both present and future generations. SNM - one of the mem-
bers of T&E - was founded in 1972 and is working closely
together with other (inter-)national and provincial environ-
mental organisations. Currently 90 professional staff mem-
bers are working on the main environmental topics: econo-
my, transport, country-side, industry and urban environment.
For more information see http://www.snm.nl
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